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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2435-After Lufian said that, alarmed cries could 
be heard from below. 

“What? The Soul Devourers are back? Didn’t we wipe them out before? I 
heard that a lot are dead or had escaped, how are they back?” 

“The Soul Devourers is a race that will devour the soul of intelligent lives. 
There are countless intelligent lives in Leila so we are like a natural granary to 
them! Back then, they caused trouble at the borders of Leila and got wiped 
out. In the end, the remaining Soul Devourers escaped but I didn’t expect 
them to come back to haunt us. They’re back!” 

“How dare the Robotias work with the Soul Devourers! They even want to 
destroy Leila now, how malicious!” 

No one was scared of the Robotias. 

After all, they were old nemesis and they would have conflicts time after time. 

Moreover, they won the last battle so the Robotias could be called their 
defeated opponent. 

The partial Overlords knew they had a slight advantage toward this enemy 
even though they did not come in peace. 

However, it was not the same with the Soul Devourers. 

They were a very strange race. 

They would devour souls and their methods often caught people off guard. 

None of the partial Overlords present participated in the shocking battle with 
the Soul Devourers thousands of epochs ago. 

Only Sylvio among the five Leila rulers participated. 

The rest of the Overlords were not yet in Overlord Realm back then. 

However, some of the ancient texts had vague records of what happened 
back then. 



The battle was much more intense than the last battle between the Robotias. 

There were countless casualties on both sides. 

Even though Leila won, and wiped out most of the Soul Devourer 
powerhouses, with the rest of the escaping, it was still a wretched victory. 

A lot of the powerhouses from Leila died or were severely injured. 

Many passed away not long after they went back to live in seclusion. 

It was mainly because the Soul Devourers had strange attack tactics. Their 
attacks would not hurt the physical bodies, but the soul. 

The soul was the most important part of an intelligent creature. 

Once someone reached a certain realm, they could still survive even if they 
lost their bodies but retained their souls. 

It was challenging to rebuild a body, but it was not completely hopeless. 

However, once they lost their soul, they would be dead. 

It would still be useless even though their bodies were intact. 

To a human or an intelligent creature, if their soul was damaged, it would be 
much more serious than having an injured body. 

The most important thing was that it was very hard to cultivate and restore the 
soul. At the same time, there were also very few treasures that could heal a 
soul. 

That was why so many powerhouses in Leila died in seclusion after they won 
the battle with the Soul Devourers. 

That part of history was the sore spot of the entire Leila. 

After thousands of epochs, they finally regained some of their strength. 

Even now, Leila still had not returned to their former glory. 

One could only say that they had some improvements. 



Not only that, but the Soul Devourers could also absorb their enemy’s soul 
during a battle to replenish themselves so they could become stronger as they 
fought. 

 


